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ABSTRACT
We use high rate magnetically-confined-plasma-triode sputtering
guns in a diffusion pumped vacuum chamber to fabricate metal-metal
superlattices.

By feedback control of the sputtering rates and

microprocessor control of the substrate rotation the individual layer
thicknesses were kept constant to within "0.3% over the entire sample
thickness

~0.5~.

We describe in detail the results of a number of

structural characterization techniques applied to these materials,
including Bragg ®-2e x-ray diffraction, transmission and reflection Laue
diffraction, wide film Debye-Scherrer diffraction, and Rutherford
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS).

By depositing Ta onto freshly

deposited Mo surfaces and using RBS to measure the resultant Ta
coverage we determined the dependence of the Ta sticking coefficient on
coverage.

The same was done for Mo deposited on Ta surfaces.

We grew a series of MolTa superlattices with superlattice
wavelengths covering the range from 10 to 120 A.

A number of four-wire

resistance measuring patterns were etched in each super lattice using
standard photolithographic techniques.

Resistivities of the

superlattice films of various layer thicknesses were then measured to a
relative precision of 0.01% and an absolute accuracy of 1%.
t~ickness

The layer

dependence of the resistivity of these superlattices was

analyzed using grain and size effect theories.
x

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In 1928 F. Bloch [1] showed that translational invariance
within crystalline solids has profound effects on their physical
properties.

A consequence of Bloch's theory is the possible

modification of these properties by altering the length of the repeat
unit, or unit cell.

A recent approach to studying the effects of

altered periodicities on physical properties has been the fabrication
of materials with artificially-imposed modulations [2-77].

Frequently

these materials are composition modulated structures produced by
alternately depositing two or more materials to achieve a periodic
layering.

In this way the unit cell dimension in the growth direction
~4

can have any value greater than

A.

These layered materials are

then investigated to determine the effect of layering period on
phenomena such as, superconductivity [50-77], magnetism [32-49], and
the electronic structure [2-31].

The research described in this

dissertation concerns the fabrication and study of metal-metal systems
with a high degree of crystalline perfection.
To couple with crystal excitations (magnons, surface plasmons
and phonons etc.) the length scale of the layering should be comparable
with that of the excitations.

.

For typical phenomena of interest this

restricts the unit cell dimension in the growth direction to a range
from about 10 to 10,000 A [2-77].

Fabrication of layered structures
1

2

with these unit cell dimensions requires thin film deposition
techniques and use of high vacuum technology.
For the research reported in this dissertation we have grown
our layered materials by sputter deposition.

Sputtering has many

advantages over other conventional deposition techniques [81].

Some of

the advantages relevant to this dissertation are as follows:
1) Sputtering yields do not vary much for different metals.
Consequently the same deposition system can be used for most metals,
making this technique attractive for metal-metal multilayer
fabrication.
2) The sputtering rate can be finely controlled at some
chosen value throughout a deposition.

Using the magnetically confined

plasma triode sputtering source discussed in Chapter 2 we can maintain
the sputtering flux constant to within ±O.3%.

This allows us to produce

multilayer structures in which the amount of material in each
superlattice layer is constant to within ±O.3% throughout the
superlattice.
3) The magnetically confined plasma triode sputtering source
[86] is a highly efficient glow discharge sputtering source with
independent control of the sputtering voltage and current.

It depends

on crossed electric and magnetic fields to produce high ion densities
and high deposition rates with minimal electron bombardment of the
substrate.
4) There are no difficulties with "spitting" (the ejection of
large agglomerates), which often occurs in vacuum evaporation [83].

3

5) The substrates can be conveniently cleaned by sputter
etching in the plasma.
6) The plasma will partially thermalize the sputtered atoms
incident on the substrate [84], and therefore protect the krowing
multilayer from high energy bombardment.

Also the plasma offers the

possibility of negative biasing during sputtering to preferentially
remove oxygen [83].
In Chapter 2 we describe the techniques used to fabricate our
metal-metal superlattices and the various mechanisms that give us fine
control over the amount of material deposited in each superlattice
layer.

In Chapter 3 we discuss the application of Rutherford

Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) to determine the stoichiometry of
these multilayer structures.

This is followed by characterization of

the chemical order and coherence of the samples produced by our
sputtering technique.

In Chapter 4 we discuss models of x-ray

diffraction from multilayer structures and then we use a variety of
x-ray diffraction techniques to measure the structural order and
coherence both in, and perpendicular to, the plane of the sample.
In Chapter 5 we study growth dynamics of Ta (Mo) on a freshly
deposited Mo (Ta) surface.

The results of this investigation are used

to determine the dependence of the Ta (Mo) sticking coefficient on the
Ta (Mo) coverage of the surface.

This is followed by a study of the

lattice strain at the an interface between Mo and Ta.

The above

results are used to interpret the structure at the interface.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we use a photolithographic technique to
prepare MolTa superlattices for resistivity measurements.

A

4
closed-cycle refrigerator with a feedback temperature controller is
used to produce temperatures in the range 7.5 to 300 K.

The

resistivity is then measured in this temperature range for samples
having a bilayer thickness between 20 and 120 A.

These data are

analyzed using the theory due to Mayadas and Shatzkes that includes the
effects of grain boundary and interface scattering.

CHAPTER 2
FABRICATION OF METAL-METAL SUPERLATTICES BY SPUTTER DEPOSITION
2.1

DC Triode-Magnetron Sputtering Guns

As an introduction to dc triode-magnetron sputtering it is
convenient to first describe the glow discharge phenomena relevant to
diode sputtering and then, by reviewing the limitations of conventional
planar diodes, to discuss the advantages of using a triode mechanism
supported by a transverse magnetic field.
A diode source appropriate for sputtering might consist of two
conducting terminals separated by -1 em in a low pressure gas (-1 Torr
He) [78, 79].

When a voltage is first applied by a high-impedance dc

power supply, a small current flows.

This current is due to the

presence of a small number of ions and electrons resulting from a
variety of sources (e.g. cosmic radiation).

As the voltage is

increased these charged particles are accelerated towards one of the
electrodes and can acquire enough energy to produce more charged
particles by collisions with the electrodes (secondary electron
emission) and with neutral gas atoms.

As more charged particles are

created in the vacuum the current increases steadily, but the voltage is
limited by the output impedance of the power supply.

This behavior is

called the Townsend discharge [80].
Eventually a critical breakdown voltage is reached.

Ions

strike the cathode releasing secondary electrons which in turn form
5
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more ions by collisions with neutral gas atoms.

When the number of

electrons generated by these ions is just sufficient to produce enough
ions to regenerate the same number of electrons, the discharge is
self-sustaining.

The gas begins to glow, the voltage drops, and the

current rises abruptly.

This mode is called the "normal glow" [78].

Initially this normal glow does not cover the whole cathode
since it requires high current densities and is achieved by
self-adjustment of the ion bombarding area.

As

more power is supplied

the bombardment increasingly covers the cathode surf'ace until a nearly
uniform current density is achieved.

After the bombardment covers the

whole cathode surface, further increases in power produce both
increased voltage and current density in the discharge.

This region,

the "abnormal glow", is the mode used in sputtering [78].
Use of this abnormal glow to produce ions which can be used for
sputtering is severely limited by several problems: (1) If the gas
pressure is too low the secondary electrons cannot cause enough
ionizing collisions before they strike the anode.

Therefore, -ionizing

efficiencies are low and the self-sustained discharge cannot be
maintained in planar diodes at pressures below about 10 millitorr
[79, 80].

(2) It is not possible to have low bombarding ionization

energies because the discharge cannot be maintained below some
characteristic voltage of approximately a few hundred volts [80].

(3)

It is not possible to independently control the energy, ion current
density and sputter gas pressure.
Our Simard Tri-MagTM sputtering guns [86] incorporate several
highly efficient techniques which collectively solve these problems.

7

Anode
Direction of Magnetic Flux

Magnet
N-

Magnet
~S

Target

N-

~S

r-1

Filament
(Cathode)
Figure 1.

Schematic of a magnetically enhanced Triode Sputtering Gun.
Crossed electric and magnetic fields increase the.ionization
efficiency. This allows us to operate at lower sputtering
pressures with higher sputtering currents.
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These techniques increase the ion density by providing more efficient
ionizing mechanisms.

Referring to Fig. 1, an anode to cathode voltage

in the range 50 to 100 volts accelerates thermionically emitted
emitted electrons from the hot cathode into a low pressure gas,
typically 3 to 10 millitorr, producing ions.

These ions bombard the

cathode releasing additional electrons by secondary emission and
enhanced cathode heating.

Under these conditions a current of several

amperes can readily be drawn between the anode and cathode [81].
Notice from Fig. 1 that the material to be sputtered is inserted as a
target into the plasma region, allowing independent control of target
current and voltage.

This configuration, called a triode, also allows

for electrical and physical isolation of the substrate during
deposition,

[81].

Again referring to Fig. 1, magnets are incorporated in the
design, configured so that the electrons move in crossed E and B
fields.

To gain a semi-quantitative understanding of the effects of

this situation on the motion of the electrons we simplify the analysis
to spatinlly uniform, time independent fields.

Solving the equations

of motion [82] yields a cycloidal trajectory directed towards the
target surface, i.e. downward in the figure.

Quantitatively this

cycloidal motion can be resolved into a circular motion of radius
mv/(qB) and period 2nm/(qB), and a linear motion of the center of this
circle with velocity ExB/(B.B).

Here, m is the mass of the

is the electron charge and v the electron velocity.

~lectron,

The actual

situation is complicated by the screening effects of the plasma [83],
but the above treatment gives an order of magnitude estimate for the

q

9
electron dynamics.
an

Assuming a uniform electric field of

average electron velocity of lOB em/sec.

a

V/em we get

For a magnetic field of

300 Gauss we calculate a radius of circular motion of 1 mm, with a
period of 10- 9 sec and a linear motion of the center of this circle of
velocity 3xl06 em/sec. Consequently, the electron completes

~100

orbits

in the time it takes for its average position to advance just one
diameter. This increase by several orders of magnitude in the distance
the electron travels greatly enhances the probability of an ionizing
collision with the gas, and hence increases the ionization efficiency.
Mechanical design features are included which encourage high
ion densities.

Referring to Fig. 2, the sputtering gas is introduced

close to the cathode in a "confining chamber."
the loss of plasma by diffusion.

This physically reduces

It also reduces pressure gradients

that might exist close to the target which would cause non-uniform
erosion.

Ions cannot be neutralized in the gas phase because there is

no mechanism which can dissipate the heat of the neutralization while
conserving both momentum and energy, but at a surface this is no longer
true.

The confining chamber is electrically floated to minimize this

dissipative mechanism.
The net result is a highly efficient glow discharge sputtering
source with independent control of the sputtering voltage and current
that depends on crossed electric and magnetic fields to produce high
ion densities and high deposition rates with minimal electrod
bombardment of the substrate.

Results obtained using

99.99~

pure

argon as a sputtering gas, and depositing onto a sapphire substrate
10.5 em above a target of diameter 5.7 em are shown in Table 1.

10

Table 1.

Deposition parameters for Mo and Ta

Voltage

Current

Power

Deposition

Material

(Volts)

(Amps)

(Watts)

Rate (A/s)

Mo

276

l.06

293

13 ± 1

Ta

324

0.73

237

8 ± 1

Target Holder
Confinement Cover
Target
node Plate

Filament

1

Water Cooling

Figure 2.

Mechanical design of the Simard Tri-MagTM sputtering gun.
The confinement plate confines the ionization region close
to the surface of the target. The housing is electrically
floated to minimize neutralization.
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The power incident cn the sputtering target surface can be
continuously varied between 0 and 1500 Watts.

It can be estimated that

only l' of this power [81] goes into actual sputtering while 75' goes
into heating the target with the remainder dissipated by secondary
electrons: some of which bombard and heat the substrates.

To cope

with this heat, both the housing and the target are cooled by a
continuous, pressure regulated supply of water.
2.2

Sputter Deposition of

Metal~etal

Superlattices

Referring to the schematic of our sputtering system shown
in Fig. 3, there are three sputtering guns, two are depicted as being
in simultaneous operation.

The sputtering beams are confined by

chimneys, which for clarity are not included in the figure.

The

servo-controlled motor rotates the substrates through a beam of
sputtered I'A" atoms and then through a beam of sputtered "B" atoms.
Repeating this sequence many times (typically 50 to 100) generates the
"A/B" superlattice with total thickness typically between 2000 and
6000 A.

Using this technique we are able to deposit any pair from

more than 20 available metals (purity ranging from 99.9% to 99.9999%)
onto almost any solid substrate that we choose.
If two adjocent guns are used the beams will overlap.

In this

mode we can sandwich AD alloy layers between the A and B layers.

We

also have the capability to rf sputter deposit a non-conductor from one
sputtering gun.
We use a variety of substrates: mica, carbon, glass, silicon,
single crystal tantalum and

()O

and

9()0

oriented single-crystal

12

Heater and Thermocouple leads
(tofeedthroughsJ
Substrate Heater assembly
Substrate Table

~--_..A

Residual Gas
analyzer

Micrometer adjustable
variable orifice valve

Microprocessor
substrate
controller /
sequencer

Figure 3.

ArGos

Power Supplies

Microprocessor
Rate monitor /
feedback controller

Schematic of the sputtering chamber.
Two guns are depicted as being in simultaneous operation.
The substrates are placed under the rotation platform and
rotated over each gun. Chimneys (not shown in the diagram)
confine each beam to a conical shape.
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sapphire.

The type of substrate chosen for a particular deposition

will depend on the investigation.

Several factors considered when

making this choice are: (1) reactivity to cleaning agents, (2)
crystalline symmetry and size of lattice, if lattice matching is an
advantage [85], (3) melting point and coefficient of expansion versus
temperature, (4) sensitivity to radiation damage, (5) evaporation of
absorbed material (will it outgas excessively?), and (6) surface
flatness.
2.3 Control Mechanisms
As

stated in Chapter 1, we attempt to grow superlattices in

which the amount of material deposited is the same for all superlattice
layers.

The following features of the sputtering system shown in

Fig. 3 collectively bring us close to this ideal:
(1) (Sputter Gas) Flow Controller
Our gas flow system consists of an ultra-high purity argon
tank, two-stage pressure regulator, mass flow controller, and a
positive shut-off

s~lenoid

activated valve connected by a gas inlet

feedthrough to the sputtering source.

The shut-off valve is positioned

after the mass flow controller so that a small gas burst can be
injected into the vacuum system to initiate the plasma discharge.

A

typical sputtering pressure that we use in our sample preparation is
5 millitorr.

We have determined, using Sloan™ quartz crystal rate

Monitors, that a variation of ±l millitorr around this value would
cause the sputtering rate to vary by -1%.

By use of mass flow

controllers in the Ar gas lines the actual pressure variations are

14
reduced to ±O.OI millitorr so that this source of variation of the
sputtering rate is smaller than ±O.Ol %.
(2) Microprocessor Control of Substrate Rotation Speed
A 1.4 N-m (200 oz-in) synchronous motor drives the substrate
table via a 10:1 reduction gearboK and a ferrofluidic vacuum
feedthrough.

Power is supplied to the motor by a servoamplifier which

is controlled by a programmable microprocessor.

This system has the

following advantages:
(A) The rotation rate of the substrates through the beam

of sputtered "A" atoms is constant to better than ±O.05 %.

The same is

true for rotations through the "B" beam, although the actual rotation
rate can be chosen to be different than the A case.
(B)

During the deposition process various impurities

present in the sputtering system can be incorporated into the growing
super1attice.

The programmability minimizes the sample preparation

time, reducing the percentage of impurities.
(3) Feedback Control of Sputtering Rate

With no feedback control we observe that the power supplied to
the sputtering guns drifts by
typical sample.

~1%

during the time needed to prepare a

The sputtering rate to first order is proportional to

the power and so will also vary by

~1%.

To accurately compensate these

variations, we can use a functional relation between the sputtering
rate, current, voltage, target size and height of the

substr~te

above

the guns,
R(A/s)

= f(I,V,Vt,r,h,c},

(2.1)
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where I is the sputtering current, Y the sputtering voltage, h the
separation of substrate and target, r an effective target radius, and C
and Yt are empirically determined constants that depend on the material
being sputtered.

A discussion of Eq. (2.1) and of a method used to

determine C and Yt is deferred to Section 3.6.

The feedback controller

measures the voltage and current 32 times per second and using
Eq. (2.1) calculates and stores the sputtering rate.

At a periodic

interval usually set to be 0.5 seconds it averages the 16 results just
obtained and compares this value with a set point.

If this average

deviates from the set point, the controller puts out a correcting
voltage to the power supply.
recorder.

We display this average on a strip chart

Using this feedback system we estimate that the sputtering

rate at any arbitrary point in the sputtering beam is kept constant to
better than ±O.3 % during the entire deposition.
If the pressure is so low that the plasma is on the verge of
going out, it will be unstable with respect to power fluctuations.
Control of the sputtering process is aided by operating the guns under
stable conditions.

Also by presputtering for several minutes, the

target will be close to a temperature equilibrium. However the latter
is not a significant problem since the sputtering rate is not strongly
temperature dependent [83].
Using all the above control mechanisms we estimate that during
preparation of a sample the rate of material incident on the sample
will vary from the average by less than ±0.3%.

This point is of

central importance and is returned to in Section 3.3.
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2.4 Control of Sample Purity
To investigate the effects of super lattice structure on
physical properties it is desirable to minimize the amount of
impurities in the samples [87].

For instance, it would be difficult to

determine the effects of the structure of a super1attice on resistivity
if the electron mean free path were impurity limited to less than the
modulation wavelength.

It is therefore necessary to know what

sputtering conditions are optimum for the growth of these
super lattices.

These conditions can be determined by considering the

following figures of merit for sputtered superlattices (FMSS), [87].
(1) The bulk' of impurities is
FMSSI < 9.lxl04 Psputt(millitorr) Qleak(SCcm)
Rsputt(A/s) ~r(Sccm)

(2.2)

(2) The fraction of an impurity monolayer at each interface is
FMSS2

< 4.5x102 6t

PBPutt(~i11itorr) Qleak(SCcm)

(2.3)

~r(sccm)

where scem means standard cubic centimeters per minute.
To minimize these impurities the sputtering pressure, P6Putt,
the leak rate, Qleak, and the interval between the completion of one
layer and the start of the next layer, 6t, must be minimized.

Also,

the sputtering rate, Raputt, and the argon flow rate, ~r, BUSt be
maximized.
For a fixed pumping speed, increasing the argon flow rate would
cause the pressure of the sputtering gas to increase.

By using a
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variable orifice valve between the chamber and diffusion pump it is
possible to keep the pressure at the desired (low) value.
valve allows

UR

argon flow rate
millitorr).

The orifice

to simultaneously reach optimum conditions of high
(~100

scem) and low sputtering pressure

(~3

to 5

We can operate at these low pressures with a high

sputtering rate

(~10-100

A/sec for Mo and Ta) because of the efficient

gun design described in Section 2.1.

The high torque programmable

motor reduces the interval 6t to

sec.

~O.l

The pumping system consists of a 6-inch diffusion pump backed
by a rotary mechanical pump.

Backstreaming of mechanical pump oil is

reduced by placing a molecular sieve trap with bakeout capability and
an oil trap between the two pumps.

This system with a liquid nitrogen

cold trap to reduce diffusion pump oil backstreaming can reach a base
pressure in the mid 10- 8 torr range.

By heating the chamber from the

inside with a 1500 Watt quartz lamp to drive off water vapor (the
primary residual gas), this base pressure can be reached within a few
hours.
The vacuum chamber is also equipped with a quadrupole mass
spectrometer residual gas analyzer (RGA) with helium leak detection
capability.

The RGA provides a rapid background gas analysis and

has been used to show that a few minutes of presputtering can reduce
the background pressure.

Ta, in particular, preferentially removes the

most reactive elements, those that would be incorporated as
in the deposited samples.

This is shown in Fig. 4.

~urities

Although the RGA

cannot be operated above 1 millitorr (i.e. while sputtering), we are
able to do a gas analysis just seconds after terminating the argon flow
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because the RGA is isolated from the chamber by a pneumatically
operated bellows valve.
Another source of impurities is in the target materials
.

themselves.

It has been shown that many metals can be deposited which

are as pure as the starting materials.
The effects of superlattice structure on physical properties is
often investigated by looking for changes in these properties with
changes in the modulation wavelength [2-77].

However, subtle

variations in these properties might easily be masked by normal
variations in the preparation conditions for samples produced in
different, but nominally "identical", depositions.

The aim then, is to

produce samples covering a range of wavelengths at one time under one
set of conditions (see Section 3.6).

CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF CHEMICAL ORDER AND COHERENCE
In this chapter we focus on determining certain aspects of
chemical order and coherence in super lattice structures grown by
sputtering.

Additional detailed information can be obtained from

determinations of the structural order and coherence as discussed in
the next chapter.

Chemical order is a measure of the shape and

amplitude of the chemical modulation wave [88] chemical coherence is a
measure of the extent to which this wave is identically repeated
throughout the superlattice [88].
In this chapter we attempt to answer the following three
questions about

Mo/Ta superlattices:

1) How does the thickness of Ta (Mo) in each Ta (Mo) layer vary
in the plane of the sample? We refer to this as the Ta (Mo) profile.
2) How does the amount of Ta (Mo) vary from layer to layer in
the growth direction?
3) What are the relative amounts of Mo and Ta in an average
superlattice layer?
These questions can all be answered with the help of Rutherford
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS).

This analysis technique is

extensively used in this dissertation and so, in Section 3.1 we include
a discussion of the major principles involved.
20

Sections 3.2 to 3.5
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deal with answering the above questions.

In Section 3.6 we return to

the important problem of controlling the sputtering beam.

3.1

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS)

Fig. 5 is a schematic of the University of Arizona 6 Mev Van
de Graaff Accelerator.

This accelerator is capable of producing a

monoenergetic 4He+ beam and focusing it onto a small area,
the sample.

~l

mm 2 , of

Fig. 6 illustrates the trajectory of 4He+ ions scattered

into the detector.
If

~

is the probability that a given incident 4He+ ion will be

scattered into a unit solid angle about

(e,~)

per target atom, then the

total number of particles, A, incident on the detector of solid angle

n

is given by
A

= oflQ(Nt),

(3.1)

where Q is the total number of incident particles and the product Nt is
the number of target particles per unit area [89].

We assume that

n is

small enough so that a is approximately constant over the region of
the detector.
We use the backscattered spectrum shown in Fig. 7 to illustrate
the major principles of this technique.

The number of backscattered

4He+ ions is plotted as a function of backscattered energy.

The peak

centered at 1.69 MeV was caused by a layer of Ta near the surface of
the sample.
value for A.

By integrating the counts in this peak we can obtain a
Since the total number of incident particles, detector

solid angle, and the cross section are known we can calculate the
product Nt. The adjacent peak centered at 1.62 MeV is due to another
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layer of Ta in the sample located under the first Ta layer and also
under a Mo layer.

The 4He+ ions must travel through more material

entering and leaving the sample in order to reach this second Ta layer,
and consequently will lose more energy through inelastic collisions
with electrons [90].

A quantitative analysis of an RBS spectrum such

as Fig. 7 requires knowing the rate

at which 4He+ ions lose energy per

unit distance in the two materials.

Fortunately these rates are

tabulated for many elements as a function

of energy [89].

In the next

sections we show how RBS can be used to investigate metallic
superlattices.
3.2 Determination of the Thickness Profile
We want the amount and distribution of Ta (Mo) deposited in any
given Ta (Mo) layer to be identical to that in all other Ta (Mo) layers
throughout the superlattice.

The next three sections discuss

determinations of departures from this ideal.
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of the sputtering system used to
produce our samples.

A polar coordinate system is set up on the

rotating platform with the rotation axis passing through its origin.
Consider placing a series of substrates along the radial direction and
making one complete pass at constant speed over a sputtering gun.

The

thickness of material deposited on the substrates will be independent
of

e but will vary in the radial direction.

this variation will depend on the following:
1) target and chimney geometry

The particular form of
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Figure 8.

Polar coordinate system definition on the substrate table.
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2) rotation speed (if the sticking coefficient is coverage
dependent)
3) the material being sputtered (the angular dependence
of the yield depends on the target material and whether it is
polycrystalline or a single crystal)
4) the sputtering parameters (could affect the angular
dependence of the yield)
5) sputtering gas pressure (determines the mean free path of
sputte.-·ed atoms and therefore the distribution of sputtered material)
6) type of substrate (sticking coefficient may be substrate
dependent)
7) substrate temperature [83].
Therefore it is necessary for us to determine the thickness profile
appropriate to a specific set of deposition conditions, (assuming these
can be defined, see Sections 2.3 and 2.4), for a specific geometry and
for a particular material.

In this section we discuss a determination

of this thickness profile for Mo (Ta) when we make an integer number
of passes over the Mo (Ta) sputtering gun.

The significance of these

measurements for MolTa superlattices will be discussed at the end of
this section.
A masked substrate was placed on the substrate rotation
platform, see Fig. 3, so that a narrow rectangular section of the
substrate could be exposed to the sputtering beam.

The size of this

rectangle in the e direction was between I and 2 mm and in the radial
direction was between 8 and 10 em.

It is important that the exposed

region of the substrate be sufficiently wide with respect to the
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thickness of the mask so that the mask does not have any shielding
effect on material being deposited in the center of this exposed
region.
The masked substrate was placed in a shielded position well
away from the sputtering gun until the sputtering parameters were
stabilized at the values of interest.

The motor then rotated the

substrate over one of the sputtering guns at a speed such that the
thickness deposited was -30 A.

This value was chosen in order to mimic

typical deposition conditions used for our superlattices.

Typically,

for the research discussed in this dissertation, superlattices were
grown with wavelengths between 10 and 120 A, i.e., with an average
layer thickness -30 A.

The masked substrate was then rotated back and

forth over the gun at the same rotation rate and under the same
controlled sputtering conditions enough times so that the total
thickness of material deposited in the rectangular region could
be measured with the desired degree of accuracy.

Using a Mirau

interferometer [91] and a calibrated wavelength illumination source we
were able to determine the total thickness of a 5000 A section with an
absolute accuracy -1% (limited by the resolution of the interference
pattern recorded on the photographic plate).

We found, for

measurements using this equipment, that the optimum deposition
thickness was between 4000 and 6000 A.

The results from one set of

these measurements is shown in Fig. 9.

They indicate a smooth

thickness variation -14% over 5cm in the radial direction.
lateral variation could be avoided if desired by choosing an

This
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appropriate chimney geometry.

However, it has very useful consequences

which are discussed in Sections 2.4 and 3.5.
The above results define the absolute thickness profile of Mo
and of Ta as a function of r.

However, we really want to know the

thickness of Mo(r) deposited in a Mo/Ta superlattice.

This is a more

difficult measurement to make since the relative contribution of the Mo
layers to the total thickness is difficult to ascertain.

It is

possible to accurately determine the relative number of atoms of Mo and
Ta using RBS as shown in Section 3.4, but we cannot convert these areal
density values to Mo and Ta thicknesses without knowing the densities
of Mo and Ta in the superlattice.
What does knowledge of the thickness profile of a single
component thin film tell us about the Mo/Ta superlattice?

The most

obvious problem in using this information is that Mo is deposited on a
Mo surface (except in the initial stages when it is deposited on the
substrate), whereas for the superlattice the Mo is alternately being
deposited on Ta and then on Mo.

If the sticking coefficient of Mo on

Ta is different than the sticking coefficient of Mo on Mo, the Mo
profile will be different than the one found above for a single
component thin film.

However as shown in Section 5.2 an investigation

into these sticking coefficients shows that they are independent of
coverage to within an uncertainty of ±2t.

This means that the amount

of Mo deposited at a given r is independent of whether it is grown on
Mo (single component thin film) or initially grown on Ta in a Mo/Ta
superlattice.

However this does not mean that the Mo thickness profile

will be the same on Ta as it was on Mo.

The problem is that a lattice
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mismatch strain at the interface may cause the lattice constant to be
different than in the bulk and thus to modify the thickness profile.
Therefore the pure Mo and Ta profiles might not accurately give the
MolTa profile.
3.3 Deposition Control
Referring to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 8 consider a
small « 1

~)

2-dimensional region about some general point (r,®)

which lies in the plane of the substrate.

Now consider the volume

generated by moving this area in the z direction.

In this section we

determine the variation in the quantity of Ta (Mo) in this volume for
neighboring Ta (Mo) layers.
We showed in Chapter 2 that the flux of sputtered atoms at any
fixed point can be kept constant to better than ±O.3% throughout the
deposition.

But this does not necessarily mean that the amount of

material deposited per pass will remain the same (within ±O.3%) for all
passes.

For instance, the average temperature of the growing

superlattice will increase with each pass over the gun until a steady
state is reached.

If the sticking coefficient is temperature dependent

the amount of material deposited in each layer will vary.

Many such

complicated effects contribute to the growth of the superlattice, but
in the end we are interested in the actual amount of material that is
deposited.

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry is an ideal probe

for determining the quantity of material actually deposited.
By suitably designing a sample with layers located at various
distances beneath the surface to keep peaks in the RBS spectrum from
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overlapping we can use RBS to determine the relative amounts of Ta (Mo)
in two Ta (Mo) layers with a relative precision -0.5%.

The main

limitations on RBS for our purposes are: (1) at 2 MeV (a typical 4He+
energy used to analyze our samples) the energy resolution of the
detector is -8 KeV which translates for Mo and Ta into a depth
resolution -100 A [89] and (2) the kinematic factors for Mo and Ta are
similar, 0.8157 and 0.9190 respectively [89], which imposes an upper
limit on the amounts of Mo and Ta that can be separately resolved in
the backscattered spectrum.

The result of these considerations is the

sample design depicted in Fig. 10.
We deposit the initial Mo layer so that the Ta layer closest to
the substrate (Taz in Fig. 10) deposits on Mo and not on sapphire,
thereby avoiding the uncertainty of the sticking coefficient of Ta on
sapphire.

We deposit the next 400 A Mo layer so that the final Ta can

also gr"OW on Mo, and so that the peaks in the backscattered spectrum
from the two Ta layers can be accurately resolved.
Fig. 8.

This is shown in

By depositing thick Ta layers (each -370 A) we can accurately

compare the summed areal density of the equivalent of approximately 12
"typical" 30 A Ta superlattice layers with the summed areal density of
the next 12, deposited at a later time in the sputtering process.

This

then allows us to observe any variations in the deposition rate which
have developed over times -20% of a typical superlattice deposition
time.

The absolute accuracy of RBS for determining the areal density

of atoms is typically -3%, assuming a "clean" spectrum.

However, in

this case we achieve a high relative precision -0.5%, since the same
incident beam simultaneously generates the two Ta peaks.

In this case
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Sapphire
Substrate

Figure 10.

Idealized schematic of RBS calibration sample.
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the normal RBS errors (charge normalization and detector efficiency)
cancel out.
Integrating the counts under the peaks in Fig. 8 and
substituting the results into Eq. (3.1) we are able to calculate the
relative amounts of Ta in the two layers.

Before stating these results

and drawing any conclusions it is important to check whether the 4He+
RBS beam ejects (sputters) any of the Ta during the measurement.
To do this the beam was focused on the same spot on the sample and 16
successive spectra were taken.

The two Ta areal densities were

calculated for each spectrum and compared with the total integrated
4He+ charge incident on the sample up to the time each spectrum was
completed.

In Fig. 11 the areal densities were converted to equivalent

thicknesses using the bulk density of Ta.

These data were least

squares fitted and extrapolated back to zero incident 4He+ to find the
actual deposited thicknesses.

Notice that the 4He+ beam does cause

some material loss from the top Ta layer, although it is very small,
~(2.2

± 0.5 )xlO- 3 A/~.

From these measurements we find that a

typical beam charge used to measure a 30 A sample of Ta with counting
statistics
~(2.9

~0.5%

uncertainty will cause a reduction of thickness

± 0.7)E2 xI0-2 A, where E is the energy of the incident 4He+ beam

in Mev.

For an incident energy of 1.892 Mev we expect a net reduction

in the Ta thickness
thickness.
negligible.

~0.10

± 0.03 A, which is only 0.3% of the total

This is smaller than the error bars, and therefore
Table 2 displays the results of the above studies for

samples made at different times under different conditions.
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Table 2.

Thickness of adjacent Ta layers.

Sample Set Number

Tal Thickess (A)

T82 Thickness (A)

1

370.4 ± 0.5

369.4 ± 0.7

2

298 ± 2.0

303 ± 2.0

These typical results indicate that under controlled sputtering
conditions the amount of Ta in any Ta layer, within the volume defined
at the beginning of this section, can be kept constant to better than
±O.3% for all Ta layers throughout the superlattice.

We obtain the

same results for Mo layers.
3.4

Determining the Relative Amounts of Ta and Mo

Typically we make superlattices with wavelengths in the range
-10 A

< A < 200 A and a total thickness between 3000 and 5000 A (see

Chapter 4).

This causes problems when we want to determine the

relative amount of Ta and Mo in the sample using RBS.

It should be

kept in mind that we are only able to determine relative amounts
averaged over the whole sample.

As discussed in Section 3.3 the

individual layers are too thin to be resolved, due to the 8 keY energy
resolution of the detector.
If we use a 2 MeV 4He+ beam to analyze a Mo/Ta superlattice
with a total thickness

> 1000

A the Mo and Ta backscattered peaks will

overlap, introducing an uncertainty into the integrated counts.

We

avoid this by analyzing samples grown under the same conditions but
with a total

thickn~ss

-1000 A.

We can accurately integrate the Mo and

Ta peaks for these thinner samples and calculate the relative amounts
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to a precision -0.5%.

Using this information we can then calculate the

substrate rotation rates that will give any value we choose for the
relative amounts of Mo and Ta.

In this way we can grow a MolTa

superlattice with any value (to within ±O.5%) for the relative amount
of Mo and Ta.
3.5

Experimental aims

The above sections indicate that we have several useful
capabilities.

We can fabricate superlattices in which the amount of Mo

(Ta) at a given (r,e) is constant to within ±O.3% for all the Mo (Ta)
layers.

Also the relative amounts of Mo and Ta can be chosen, at a

given (r,e), to have any value to within ±O.5%.

The profile then

determines the value of this ratio at all points within the sample
plane.

We find that for the sputtering parameters used, the profiles

for Mo and Ta are the same within ±l%, and so the ratio of the amount
of Mo to Ta will be independent of r and e.

Thus we can fabricate

MolTa superlattices in which the absolute amounts of Mo and Ta are
constant (within ±O.3%) in the growth and e directions, but which
can be made to smoothly vary in the radial direction between 0 to 3%
per cm.
Having grown our superlattices and determined the degree of
chemical order and coherence, we still must determine the structure and
various physical properties.
4, 5 and 6.

These subjects are addressed in Chapters

In particular we are interested in determining the way in

which the structure and these properties depend on the absolute amount
of Mo and Ta in each layer.

The capability of growing a set of samples
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spanning a range of superlattice wavelengths at one time under one set
of. conditions means that we can investigate the dependence of physical
properties free of the normal sample variations induced by small
differences in the preparation conditions.
These objectives can be restated in terms that will be
extensively used in Chapter 6.

Since we can determine the relative

amounts of Mo and Ta with a precision typically NO.5%, we can arrange
conditions (by changing the substrate rotation rates) so that the
number of atomic layers of Mo equals the number of atomic layers of Ta.
Then we can investigate the dependence of various physical properties
on n, the number of atomic layers of either species per superlattice
layer.

In Chapter 6 we consider the effects of n on electrical

transport.
3.6 Determination of C and vt
We can control the sputtering beam by the feedback method
described in Section 2.3, provided the function f and the values for C
and Vt in Eq. (2.1) are known.

Data collected for silver (a high

sputtering rate material) are shown plotted in Fig. 7.

This data can

be parameterized to accurately fit the data and used in the
microprocessor feedback controller.

However, if we limit the operating

parameters of the sputtering guns to a small range and determine an
approximate functional dependence appropriate to this range, we can
achieve feedback control improved over simply controlling the power
(IxV) to the guns.
We determine the parameters C and Vt by stabilizing the
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sputtering conditions with a shield in place and moving a substrate to
a shielded position directly over the center of the gun.

The shield is

then removed and the substrate exposed to the sputtering beam for an
accurately measured amount of time, after which the shield is quickly
replaced.

The effects of the transients induced by motion of the

shields can be made negligible by depositing for long times.
amount of material deposited is then determined using RBS.

The
We make a

series of depositions varying the sputtering current and voltage so
that the function f in Eq. (2.1) can be determined for a given
material.

The important point here is that the various conditions used

in these calibration depositions should all be close to or within the
operating range of the conditions used to fabricate MolTa
superlattices.
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CHAPTER 4
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
Chapter 2 discussed the techniques used to fabricate our
metal-metal superlattices and Chapter 3 dealt with an investigation
into the chemical order and coherence of these new materials.
In this chapter we determine their crystalline structure and the
extent of their structural coherence.

This is achieved by using

a variety of x-ray diffraction techniques.

As

a technique, x-ray

diffraction has several advantages [92]: 1) it is non-destructive,
2) most of the measurements can be done in a reflection geometry
leaving the sample on the substrate and, 3) it is relatively easy to
interpret the data.
In Section 4.1 we present a discussion of the various models
used to interpret Bragg e-2e diffraction data, with an emphasis on
obtaining structural information.

In the rest of this chapter we

focus on the application of various x-ray diffraction techniques and
the resulting structural information.
4.1

X-ray Diffraction from Multilayers

In the first part of this section we consider x-ray diffraction
from a highly idealized multilayer structure.

Departures from this

ideal are then analyzed to develop more realistic representations of
the x-ray spectra observed.

This approach has the advantage that we
40
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can readily develop insights into the effects of structural variations
on the diffraction spectrum [93].
Consider a structure consisting of

atomic layers of material

Os

"a" with'interplanar separation da, parallel to nb atomic layers of
material "b" with interplanar separation db.

The separation between

adjacent "a" and "b" planes at the interface is taken to be the average
lattice constant (da + db)/2.

This structural unit is repeated N times

giving a multilayer with a primitive cell dimension in the growth
direction, nada + nbdb.

This cell dimension is called the superlattice

wavelength and is given the symbol A.

Letting

n

= na

+ nb, we can

define an average lattice constant, do, by ndo = nada + nbdb.

Notice

that this structure has not been completely defined, since the
positions of atoms within one atomic plane have not been specified
relative to the positions of atoms in the neighboring planes.

This is

analogous to specifying the lattice constants of a unit cell of a
conventional crystal structure without specifying the basis vectors.
However at this point we are concerned with x-ray scans in the growth
direction so we only need to know the scattering factors for type "a"
and "b" planes, fa and fb respectively.

Summing the contributions from

all planes gives the following expression for the intensity as a
function of k, the scattering factor [96]:
I(k)

= { fa 2 sin2 (nadak/2)
sin2(dak/2)

+ fb 2sin2 (nbdbk/2)
sin2(dbk/2)

+ 2fafbcos(ndok/2)sin(nadak/2) sin(nbdbk/2) } sin2 (ndokN/2)
sin(dak/2)
sin(dbk/2)
9in2 (ndok/2)

(4.1)
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As an example we use Eq. (4.1) to calculate the x-ray spectrum
from a Mo/Ta multilayer for which nMo = nTa = 13 and dMo and dTa have
the bulk values appropriate to (110) planes, 2.227 A and 2.333 A
respectively.

We also take into account the angular dependence of the

scattering factors and include the correction for polarization factor
and Lorentz factor -(1 + cos2 28)/(2sin28) (95].

The resulting spectrum

is illustrated in Fig. 13 where we have converted k to 28 degrees using
k = 4nsin8/x (x is the wavelength of the x-rays).
The positions of the peaks in Fig. 13 are determined completely
by the factor outside the brackets in Eq. (4.1).

Using this factor we

see that the peaks occur at
k =2pm/A ,

(4.2)

where m = 0,1,2,3,4 ..• , with widths, Dk, given by,
Dk

= 2p/(NA).

(4.3)

The details of the structure factor have no effect on these peak
positions; they are a result of the periodic structure with primitive
lattice constant A.
The function inside the brackets of Eq. (4.1), called the
envelope function, depends on the details of the structure factor.

For

instance, the first term in Eq. (4.1) peaks at ka = 2n/da with width
2n/(nada) and the second term peaks at kb = 2n/db with width 2n/(nbdb).
Now if,

Ika - kbl

> 2n {

1 + 1 },
nada
nbdb

(4.4)
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Figure 13.

Calculated x-ray spectrum of MolTa superlattice with A=114
Using Eq. (4.2), we let DMo = DTa = 13 and dMo and dTa have
their bulk lattice constants in the (110) direction.
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then to a first approximation we have two distinct envelopes.

However,

if this inequality does not hold, then the diffracted beams from the
two materials interfere producing a more complex envelope structure.
Thus the envelope function, which is determined by the details of the
structure factor, modulates the superlattice peaks.
Suppose that one of the materials, say "b", were amorphous with
a scattering factor

The scattered intensity would then be given by

gb.

[96]

= { fa 2 sin2 (nadak/2)

I(k)

+

(4.5)

gb2

sin2 (dak/2)
+ 2fagbcos(ndok/2)sin(nadak/2) } sin 2 (ndokN/2)

sin(dak/2)

sin2 (ndok/2)

How can this situation be distinguished from the situation where both
regions are crystalline?
absolute intensities.

If da

= db

it is necessary to compare the

However if da and db are not equal then, by

making na and nb sufficiently large, we can satisfy the inequality in
Eq. (4.4).

Thus, at large wavelengths the two possibilities can be

distinguished; both materials being crystalline will produce a bimodal
distribution, while if only one is crystalline it will produce a single
envelope.
If both regions are amorphous the diffracted intensity, given
by Eq. (4.6) [97]
I(k)

= { ga 2

+ gb 2 + 2gagbcos(ndak/2) } sin2 (ndokN/2)

sin2 (ndok/2)

(4.6)
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is easily distinguished from the previous cases, since the modulation
envelope will not increase near ka or kb.
The above idealized model with a square wave composition
modulation might only be achieved in systems in which the two
components are immiscible under the conditions of growth.

More

generally the possibility of interdiffusion should be included,
resulting in composition and displacement waves which are intermediate
between a rectangular wave and a sine wave.

In this case the

scattering power and displacements are approximated by Fourier series
expansions, [93].
If the position and scattering power of an atom in the mth
plane are given by
Zm

=c

{ m + (n61/(2n)sin(2nm/n)

(4.7)

+ (n62/(4n)sin(4nm/n) }

Fm

= Fo

{ 1 +

~lcos(2nm/n)

+

~cos(4nm/n)

(4.8)

}

where Fo is the average structure factor of a layer and A, and

~I

are

the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of the displacement and
scattering power waves respectively, then Segmu11er and Blakeslee
[94] give the following expressions for the amplitude of the main Bragg
peak at 1

= 0,1,2,

etc., and the first and second order satellites at

1 + lin and 1 + 2/n.
A(l)

= FoGo

{ J01J02

A(l ± lin) = FoGo { ± J11J02 -J11J12

(4.9)
(4.10)
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(4.11)

where Jpl = Jp(lnAl), J p2 = Jp(1n62/2) and
(4.12)

Go =sinnlN

sin nl
The Bessel function arguments vary with 1, and a complete set of
intensities for the satellites around 1 = 0, 1 and 2 can be fitted to
the above equations (Eqs. 4.9-4.11) to give values for
~.

~l,

~, ~l

and

From the above discussion it can be seen that high quality samples

and accurate intensity measurements are needed to obtain detailed
information about interfaces.

Information which is desired includes

whether the atomic displacements at the interfaces simply scale with
the composition, or show deviations which reflect the different bonding
conditions in the presence of a composition gradient rather than those
in a random alloy of a given composition.
Expressions 4.9-4.12 take on a simple form in the limit of a
displacement wave of small amplitude which scales with the composition,
such as exists in (GaAs)n(AIAs)m [98].
and position vary between f(l ±

~)

If the atomic scattering power

and d(l ± c) respectively, the

satellite intensities are given by [99]
I(l/d ± m/A)
I(l/d)

~

Cm 2
4

{

[

lid ± m/A ]Ac ±

~ }2

(4.13)

It is necessary to assume a simple waveform such as a rectangular
or trapezoidal wave to assign phases to Cn because only the absolute
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value of Cn is measured.

The Fourier coefficients, Cn, and c can then

be obtained from the intensities of the satellites.
In the above model the stacking sequence of atoms was developed
without regard to the lateral coherence of atoms within the planes.
Within a given layer of, say Mo, there may be long range order but
without necessarily any order between the lateral position of Mo atoms
in one superlattice layer and the lateral position of Mo atoms in the
next superlattice layer.

The existence of lateral order can best be

thought about in terms of the interface.

For two materials with the

same crystal structure and similar lattice constants, the layers can be
constrained to match perfectly by introducing a coherency strain [94].
This argument also applies to dissimilar structures but it is not as
easy to visualize.

The material with the larger lattice constant is

compressed (in the plane of the interface) and the other material
expands until the two structures match i.e., there is a modified
lattice parameter which describes the interplanar spacings
perpendicular to the growth direction.

The development of coherency

strain in each layer is balanced by the energy needed to introduce a
misfit dislocation which would relieve part of the coherency strain.
This model implies that for multilayers a transition will occur between
commensurate and incommensurate structures because the balance between
coherency strain energy and dislocation energy changes with modulation
wavelength [88].

Since the dislocation energy decreases with

increasing wavelength, this transition should occur in all multilayer
systems of unequal lattice constants, but the critical wavelength will
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depend on the mismatch between the two components and on their elastic
properties [100].
Finally we consider determinations of sample quality.

For a

textured polycrystalline multilayer the material consists of many
grains which may have, a) a range of orientations with respect to the
growth direction, b) an average grain size, and c) a range of
modulation wavelengths.

These three points will now be briefly

considered before we turn to the actual structural determination of

MolTa multilayers.
a)

Using a standard e-29 diffractometer the texture can be

determined by fixing 9 and scanning through 29.

Qualitatively the FWHM

of the peak observed will be larger for a wider distribution of
crystallite orientations.

This measurement can also be conveniently

made with a wide film Debye-Scherrer camera as shown in Section 4.5.
b)

The average grain size, or structural coherence length, can

be determined using the Scherrer equation,
E(A)

=

where 9 is the Bragg angle for x-rays of wavelength
measured in 029.

(4.14)

89.5

FWHM(029) cos9
~

and the FWHM is

In reciprocal space there is a region surrounding

each reciprocal lattice vector which contains scattering vectors that
give strong diffraction.

For reciprocal lattice vectors in the" growth

direction, the size of this diffracting region in the same direction is
determined by the crystallite size and perpendicular to this direction
by the texture.
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. To determine the extent of lateral coherence we can measure the
Bragg spectrum in directions away from the sample normal.

If the

lateral position of atoms in one superlattice layer are independent of
the atomic positions in other superlattice layers then the Bragg
spectrum will degenerate into two broad peaks, since each of the two
materials is structurally coherent only over dimensions of order A/cos(
where ( is the angle between the scattering direction and the substrate
normal.
c)

In Chapter 3 we emphasized the importance of controlling

the superlattice wavelength.

We determined that the amount of material

in a given layer at any point (r,e) was the same, to within ±O.3% for
all layers throughout the superlattice.

Using Eq. (4.1) we can

determine the variation of the super lattice wavelength in the growth
direction.

Suppose A varies in the growth direction by 6 then, to

first order, the FWHM of the superlattice x-ray peak .is given by

FWHM(k space)

= constant

+ 4nm6/A2

(4.15)

Therefore, by determining the dependence of the FWHM on superlattice
peak order we can get a measure of the variation of A in the growth
direction.
4.2

Structure in the Growth Direction

A standard e-2e diffractometer is used to probe the multilayer
structure in the growth direction.

The sample is positioned in the

diffractometer in such a way that the goniometer rotation axis lies in
the plane of the sample.

If the sample plane is parallel to but at a
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distance D from the goniometer axis the Bragg peaks will be displaced
from their true positions and give an error 6d to the spacing d, where
6d/d

= -Dcos2 ®/(Rsin®)

[93].

This error can be made negligibly small

except for low angles.
To investigate the dependence of a multilayer structure on A it
is necessary that the x-rays be focused on a small enough region of the
sample so that variations of A within this region are negligible.
Referring to the coordinate system set up in Fig. 8, A does not vary
with ® and, as shown in Section 3.5, varies at most by N3%/cm in
the radial direction.

If we use a line focus on the sample

~l

em by

1 mm with the short side in the radial direction, variations of A in
the region probed by the x-ray beam will be less than 0.3%.

The beam

is restricted to the plane of incidence by a set of Soller slits placed
between the x-ray source and the sample.

The divergence within the

plane of incidence is limited by a variable width horizontal slit which
is typically set so that the extent of the beam at the sample is

~l

mm.

We grew a set of Mo/Ta superlattices covering the wavelength
range from 10 to 180 A and, using the above method, x-ray spectra were
recorded.

The results of this study are presented in Fig. 14.

Qualitatively there is good agreement between these spectra and the
theoretical predictions based on Eq. (4.1).
the curve in Fig. 13, calculated for A
spectrum shown in Fig. 14.

= 114

For instance compare

A, with the appropriate

This qualitative agreement implies that

there exist regions of structural coherence larger than A.

In Section

4.2 we show that this coherence extends over several superlattice
layers.
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Superlattice x-ray spectra.
X-ray spectra taken for superlattices with wavelengths in
the range 17 to 180 A.
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From Eq. (4.1) it follows that the super1attice wavelength
can be calculated from the position of the superlattice peaks using,
1\

where ®j+l and
this way

1\

ej

=

( 4..16)

Xx-ray

sin®j + 1

-

sin®j

are the peak angles for neighboring peaks [88].

was calculated for each of the curves in Fig. 14.

this is not easily done for the samples with
are not well resolved.

1\

> 120

In

However

A since the peaks

In Fig. 14 the value of 180 A was inferred from

the deposition conditions.
At large wavelengths the superlattice lines are no longer
resolved and the spectrum separates into two peaks.

By calculating the

lattice constants using the center position of each of these peaks we
find values of 2.359 ± 0.005 A and 2.232 ± 0.005 A.

Pure Mo and Ta

samples grown by the same technique give peaks corresponding to lattice
constants of dMo

= 2.364

± 0.002 A and dTa

= 2.219

± 0.002 A, which are

identified with the bulk (110) planes of these materials.

Thus we

infer that in a MolTa super1attice both the Mo and Ta are crystalline
with their [110] crystalline directions parallel to the growth
direction.

At this point in the discussion we have not yet eliminated

the possibility that these materials are laterally incoherent.

This is

investigated in Section 4.4.
Using the Scherrer equation, Eg. (4.14), we can determine the
distance over which the superlattice is coherent and in particular we
can investigate the dependence of this coherence length on the ratio of
the number of interfaces to the number of atomic layers.

To use the
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Figure 15.

Structural coherence length versus super1attice wavelength.
Notice that the crystallite size increases as the
super1attice wavelength increases, and that structural
coherence extends over several (-4-5) hi-layers of the
samples.
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Scherrer equation it is necessary to have the pure line profile from
the sample, minus the effect of the instrumental resolution function.
This can be obtained from the experimental profile using a
deconvolution technique [101].

The results of this study are shown in

Fig. 15.
4.3

The Modulation Profile

In this section a MolTa superlattice with a wavelength of
70 A is analyzed to determine its composition profile using the Guinier
method, Section 4.1.

The sign of Cm is taken to be the sign of the

relevant term in the Fourier expansion of a square wave.

This is a

reasonable assumption since Mo and Ta do not form alloys [102] which
could introduce other phase shifts.

The value for each em is computed

from the observed superlattice lines in the measured x-ray spectrum
using Eq. (4.13).

Substituting into the Fourier series gives the

following expression for the concentration modulation,
C(z)

= Co

(1-1.2374cos(kz) + 0.7763cos(2kz)

(4.17)

-0.4021cos(3kz) + 0.193cos(4kz»
where z is measured in the growth direction.
profile is depicted in Fig. 16.
interdiffusion is

~4

A.

The resulting composition

From this result we infer that the

The structure in Fig. 16 is partially an

artifact of the limited number of terms included in the Fourier
expansion due to the finite number of diffraction peaks observed.

A

much higher intensity x-ray source would be required to observe higher
order superlattice lines.

Also we are using the Guinier method which
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Composition profile for a Mo/Ta superlattice with A

= 70A.

Notice that the interdiffusion length is ~4 A. The
oscillations are an artifact of the small number of
Fourier terms included in Eq. (4.17), as well as of the
limitations of the model used.
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assumes a displacement wave of small amplitude.
constants of Mo and Ta differ by

~5%

Since the lattice

we expect some of the structure

shown in Fig. 16.
4.4

Structural Coherence in the Plane of the Sample
To investigate lateral coherence we can do the standard e-2e

diffraction from planes that are not in the growth direction.

If we are

to avoid removing the sample from the substrate (which could introduce
defects into the structure), we are limited in our choice of planes by
the constraint that the diffracted beam must be on the Sfuue side of the
substrate as the incident beam, i.e. we must operate in a reflection
mode.

An ideal candidate (for a BCC/BCC system) is the (211) plane

which is oriented at 300 with respect to the (110) plane.

Using a

standard e-2e diffractometer we start the synchronized scan with e
60 0 and 2e
direction.

= 60

0 ,

=

this fixes the scattering vector along the [211]

The analysis for this case is the same as for the above case

where the scattering vector was fixed in the [110] direction.

For

instance, if Mo/Ta is laterally incoherent we expect a size-effect
broadened peak centered at kMo
and another peak at kTa

= 2p/dMo(211)

= 2p/dTa(211)

with width kMo/DMo(211)

with width kTa/nTa(211).

Here

the (211) following the usual notation means that these quantities are
to be evaluated in the [211] direction.
However, if lateral coherence exists across superlattice layers
we expect a typical superlattice diffraction pattern.

We could use

Eq. (4.1) to calculate this pattern by substituting the appropriate
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values for the [211] direction.

However, the existence of a coherent

structure implies that the lattice constants are distorted from their
bulk values as discussed in Section 4.1.

In the general case this

distortion varies with distance from the metal-metal interfaces.
Nevertheless the effect of this complex distortion is simply to adjust
the structure factor and thus modify the envelope function.

However

this distortion does not affect the positions and widths of the
super lattice peaks and so our simple model is sufficient to obtain
information on the structural coherence length.
shown in Fig. 17.

A spectrum calculated using Eq. (4.1) is shown

As can be seen, the agreement is very

superimposed for comparison.
good.

A measured spectrum is

The absolute intensity is much smaller for this case than for

the [110] scan, due to a random alignment of crystallites in the sample
plane as shown in Section 4.7.

Also the peaks are broader; this

is due to an increase in the instrumental broadening when the
diffractometer is used in this mode.

A quantitative measure of the

instrumental broadening is determined by doing a similar scan on a
single crystal sample which has a peak in the angular range of
interest.

After deconvolving the instrumental profile to obtain the

intrinsic linewidth we calculate, using the Scherrer equation, that the
structural coherence length in the plane of the sample is N300 A.
4.5

Superlattice Texture

In Section 4.2 we showed that both the Mo and Ta grew with
their [110] crystallographic directions parallel to the substrate
normal.

We also showed that the MolTa superlattice was made up of many
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Measured and calculated spectra in the (211) direction.
The quality of the data taken in the (211) direction is not
as good as that taken in the (110) direction because the
crystallites are randomly oriented in the plane of the
sample, so only a small number are able to diffract.
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independent, structurally coherent regions.

It seems unlikely that the

[110] directions of these independent regions will all be exactly
parallel to the substrate normal.

We use the Read camera [103] to

determine the actual distribution of [110] directions.

This method

also gives information on the distribution of other crystallographic
planes in the superlattice.
The Read camera, like the Seemann-Bohlin diffractometer,is a
glancing angle x-ray diffraction setup.

In this geometry the beam

samples a larger volume of the superlattice, which is an advantage
when the total sample thickness in the growth direction is only
N5000 A.

Referring to Fig. l8a, the beam enters along PO and strikes

the sample at C (the sample is oriented with its normal lying in the
PNO plane).

Suppose that a particular crystallographic direction

making an angle 90-9 with CP satisfies the Bragg condition, therefore
producing a diffracted beam CQ which hits the cylindrical film at S,y
(S is measured along the film from 0 to R and
distance from the plane PRO, i.e. RQ).

y

is the shortest

Westwood (1973) gives an

analytical expression for the position of the diffracted beam in the
plane of the unrolled film.

For a camera of radius 28.65 mm,

cos2e = cos (tan- 1

y

)

(4.18)

~)

(4.19)

28.65
y
where

~

= 28.65

(sin 2S) (tan

is the angle between the plane of incidence and the PRO plane.

Provided we know the angle the beam makes with the sample surface (w),
the orientation of diffracting planes to the sample normal can be
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x

Figure 18a and 18b. Schematics of the Read Camera.
Fig. 18a shows the x-ray beam entering the camera
at P, striking the sample at 0, and producing a
diffracted beam that strikes the film at Y.
Fig. lab illustrates a coordinate system setup to
describe the diffracted beams.
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determined.

Also, since ® is the Bragg angle we can determine the d

spacing for these planes.

Thus we can identify crystallographic

planes and determine their relative orientations in the sample.
Transformation equations can be developed which enable a
determination of the mosaic spread from the above

results.

®,~

Consider the right-handed coordinate system in the Read camera shown in
Fig. 18b.

Let the origin of this system be at C and the x axis point

up along the cylinder axis, y along CA and z along CPo
this coordinate system, two unit normals defined by

In terms of

®l,~l

and

62,~

have the following representations:
fil

= fiCos®lsin~l

+

~coS®tCOS~l

+ 2sin®l

(4.20)

~cos62sin~

+

~cos62cos~

+ 2sin62

(4.21)

fu =

The angle between the two planes is the angle between their normals and
is therefore given by 8

= cos-1(fil.fu).

Substituting from the above

two equations gives
cos8

= sinE>1 sinE>2

+ cos®t cos62 cos (~l -

~2)

4.22

Using this equation we can find @ and, by comparing this with the value
expected for a single crystal, we can determine whether the sample is
polycrystalline over the sample volume probed by the x-ray beam.
In general the diffraction "spot" covers a range of ® and

~.

The size of this spot is increased by several factors: beam divergence,
film exposure time, crystallite size and texture.

The beam divergence

is -1.60 and is cylindrically symmetric about PC, see Fig. lab, i.e.
the beam solid angle is -10- 3 sr.

The time the sample is exposed to
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the x-ray beam is adjusted so that the diffraction spots are not
overexposed and can be easily measured to determine the FWHM.
extension in the

e and

~

The

directions can be used to determine the

crystallite size and mosaic spread.
A Read camera photograph for a MolTa superlattice with
wavelength 70 A is shown in Fig. 19.
that the mosaic spread is

~±7°,

the planes shown in Table 3.

We. calculate from this photograph

and obtain the relative orientations of

To optimize the resolution, photographs

were taken at various incident angles.
4.6

Orientation of Crystallites in the Sample Plane

The Read camera described in the above section supplies
information about the orientation of crystallites in the plane of the
sample.

However the Laue technique is more direct for this purpose.

We use Laue transmission instead of back reflection because the
exposure time for Laue transmission is much shorter; 2 hours instead of
the 10 hours required for back reflection.
A beam of white radiation produced by a Mo x-ray tube is
collimated to a cross sectional area
sample.

~l ~

and directed towards a

The sample was detached from the substrate using adhesive tape

which then acted as a support.

Fig. 20 shows Laue diffraction

photographs of MolTa grown on sapphire and mica substrates.

The rings

show that the crystallites in these samples have a random orientation
in the plane of the substrate.

The samples were also detached from the

substrate in a self-supporting configuration by first bathing in a 10%
HCL solution for

~l

minute and then in distilled water for

~l

minute.
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Table 3.

Calculated position of diffraction spots in the Read camera.
The values given in this table assume that the crystallites
are oriented with their (110] crystallographic directions
parallel to the growth direction, but with a random
orientation in the plane of the sample.

PLANE

C{J

Mo

Ta

(011)

±63.98

±64.4l

38.58

40.50

(200)

±48.52

±48.50

55.71

58.61

(220)

0

0

82.71

87.61

(211)

±29.00

±27.85

69.81

73.66

TABLE 4.

Observed position of diffraction spots in the Read camera.

w (degrees)

2 e (degrees)
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15

2 e (degrees)
Ta
Mo

(degrees)

(degrees)

PLANES OBSERVED

69 ± 1

(30 ± 10)

{211}

73 ± 1

-(30 ± 10)

55 ± 1

-(45 ± 5)

58 ± 1

-(45 ± 5)

38 ± 2

(0 ± 10)

38 ± 2

(60 ± 5)

38 ± 1

-(60 ± 5)

51 ± 1

-(40 ± 10)

55 ± 1

-(40 ± 10)

51 ± 4

(50 ± 10)

68 ± 2

(25 ± 10)

72 ± 2

-(25 ± 10)

cp

{200}

{HO}

{200}

{211}

Figure 19.

Read photograph for a Mo/Ta superlattice with A

= 70

A.
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This process had to be repeated typically about 5 times before the
superlattice floated free.

Adhesive tape is also convenient because it

is amorphous and so contributes only a weak diffuse background
scattering.
super lattice.

Fig. 20 shows a Laue photograph for a self-supported MolTa
This also shows that the crystallites are randomly

oriented in the plane of the sample.
This conclusion is not inconsistent with the small mosaic
spread found in the previous section.

There is good texture in the

growth direction but none in the plane of the sample.
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Figure 20.

Laue photographs of Mo/Ta superlattice.
In a) the Mo/Ta superlattice is supported by a sapphire
substrate, whereas in b) the superlattice is detached by
the technique described in Section 4.6.

CHAPTER 5
GROWTH DYNAMICS AT A METAL-METAL INTERFACE
Interface structure has a strong influence on many of the
physical properties of a multilayer.

For instance, the electronic

structure will be modulated by the multilayer's long range periodic
potential, provided the electrons can freely move across several
interfaces and thus "sense" the structure [104].

They can only do this

if the scattering probability at an interface is low.

Interface

structure determines the scattering probability and therefore
influences the electronic structure.
In this chapter we study the growth dynamics of Ta (Mo) on a
freshly deposited Mo (Ta) surface.

The results of this study are used

to obtain information on the interface structure. In Section 5.1 we
discuss models of growth.
on growth dynamics.

Sections 5.2 to 5.4 deal with experiments

In Section 5.5 we summarize our results'on

interface structure.
5.1

Sticking Coefficient and Delayed Condensation

Goodman (105] estimated that thermal accomodation is essentially
complete if the kinetic energy of the incident sputtered atoms are less
than the activation energy for desorption.

Meyer et al. (84]

calculated the dependence of the therma1ization of sputtered Nb and Cu
atoms on distance from the sputtering source in a 10 millitorr Ar
atmosphere.

For typical sputtering conditions that we use, these
67
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results imply that sputtered atoms incident on the substrate have
energies less than the energy for desorption and will therefore be
adsorbed.
Adsorbed atoms can migrate over the surface and collide with
other adsorbed atoms forming aggregates.

Atoms within aggregates

should be more stable to reevaporation than single adsorbed atoms,
since they are bound to each other.

However the high surface to volume

ratio of these aggregates results in a high surface energy.

This

surface energy has a destabilizing effect towards dissociation of the
aggregates into adsorbed monomers.

In most nucleation theories [106]

it is postulated that an equilibrium or steady state exists between the
adsorbed monomers and aggregates.

Most theories further postulate that

once an aggregate has reached a certain critical size it will, on the
average, no longer dissociate into monomers but will grow to form a
stable condensate.
The activation energy for desorption of aggregates will be much
larger than for monomers.

Nevertheless, Zinsmeister [107] showed that

aggregates can give a significant contribution to the net
reevaporation.

However, for high boiling point materials deposited on

substrates held near room temperature, where the binding energy between
atoms is high, the contribution to evaporation from aggregates is
negligible.

Since Mo and Ta have high boiling points, 4612 °C and

5425 ± 100 °C respectively, we only consider nucleation theories which
assume that atoms within aggregates do not evaporate.

As the stable

aggregates grow they deplete the surrounding region of adsorbed
monomers so that further nucleation is not possible in this region.
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Supposing that the mean residence time of an adsorbed monomer
before reevaporation is Ta, then Neugebauer [106] shows that the mass
deposited since impingement began is given by
M(t)

= M(tI*DTa

+ exp(-I*DTat) - l)/(I*DTa),

5.1

where D is the surface diffusion coefficient, M is the mass incident on
the substrate per second per unit area and 1* is the rate of creation
of stable nuclei per unit area.
For t

> 3/I*DTa Eq. (5.1) reduces to
M(t)

= M(t

- l/I*DTa)

5.2

At low enough temperature, where Ta is large we may reach the condition
that I*DTa

»

1, in which case we have a sticking coefficient of 1.

This is called initially complete condensation [106].

At sufficiently

high temperatures the residence time becomes small enough that the last
term in Eq. (5.2) cannot be ignored.

The sticking coefficient is

initially small and increases to unity [106].
be initially incomplete.

Condensation is said to

In the next section we will see examples of

both initially complete and incomplete condensations.
5.2

Sticking Coefficient of Sputtered Ta (Mo) Atoms
Incident on a Mo (Ta) Surface

For simplicity the following discussion is explicitly for the
case of Ta deposited on a Mo surface, but the same comments apply to
the deposition of Mo on a Ta surface.

Suppose that N Ta atoms impinge

on a given area, S, of a Mo surface during one pass of the sample
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through the Ta beam at speed w, and that M stick.

The net sticking

coefficient for this complex process (Ta atoms having a range of
energies and trajectories) is just M/N.

We showed earlier that under

controlled deposition conditions the Ta sputtering flux at any position
in the Ta beam is independent of time to within ±O.3%.

Consequently a

Mo surface rotated at, say, 2w through the Ta beam will have N/2 Ta
atoms impinge on S.

These N/2 atoms will have the same distribution of

energies and trajectories as the N Ta atoms that impinged on S when the
rotation speed was w.

Changes to the distribution of Ta energies and

trajectories, as seen on S, caused by the speed of the area S through
the Ta beam, are negligible.

For samples made under these conditions

the product of rotation speed and the number of Ta atoms that stuck
within S is proportional to the net Ta sticking coefficient on the Mo
surface.

Thus we can determine the dependence of the relative Ta

sticking coefficient on the time (proportional to l/w) spent in the Ta
beam.

In the rest of this chapter we define time in the Ta beam as

wo/w where w is the rotational speed through the Ta beam and Wo is
arbitrarily chosen to be equivalent to a unit of time.

Since a given

time in the controlled Ta beam corresponds to a net Ta deposition we
can convert this time into a Ta coverage of the Mo surface.

We can

therefore determine the dependence of the relative Ta sticking
coefficient on the Ta coverage of the Mo surface.
In principle we can prepare a set of Mo surfaces and rotate
each one at a different speed through the Ta beam.

Using RBS we can

then measure the net Ta deposition for each of these samples.

Plotting

these net depositions against time illustrates a history of Ta growth
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on the Mo surface.

Unfortunately we could not produce all of the

necessary samples for a study like this in a single run.

We can

reproduce the sputtering conditions in different runs within limits
while monitoring the sputtering rate in order to make corrections.
However, this is not as satisfactory as producing all of our samples
under one set of conditions.

Fortunately this problem can be avoided

by "designing" our samples specifically for RBS measurements.
An

ideal sample design for studying the growth of Ta on Mo is

one similar to the sample used for the calibration in Section 3.3.
Referring to Fig. 10 we deposit the initial Mo layer so that the
initial Ta layer (T82 in Fig. 10) grows on a Mo surface.

The final Mo

layer is deposited so that the Ta layers can be individually resolved
in the RBS spectrum.

The top Ta layer is grown by rotating the last Mo

surface through the Ta beam at the same speed for every sample.
amount of Ta in the top Ta layer of the

jth

The

sample is calculated from

the RBS data in the mean energy approximation and then normalized by
multiplying by the factor. Av(Nt)/(NtJ). where Av(Nt) is the top Ta
deposition averaged over all samples and Ntj is the top Ta deposition
for the

jth

sample.

There is one problem in using this design.

Suppose the

deposition of the top Mo layer causes a loss of Ta from the second Ta
layer by resputtering.

An

interpretation of the data obtained with

these samples would only be meaningful if we could take this
resputtering into account.

The amount of Ta resputtered by the

incident Mo can be determined by making a sample in which the exposure
time was the same for both Ta depositions and measuring the resulting
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amount of Ta in the two Ta layers.

We have conducted this experiment

and find, assuming bulk densities, that the thickness of the top and
second Ta layers are 38.10 ± 0.28 A and 37.96 ± 0.27 A respectively.
Within the uncertainties of the measurements there is no resputtering
so we can ignore this complication.
Fig. 21 illustrates a backscattered spectrum obtained for
one of these samples. The backscattered contributions of the two Mo
layers are not separated by the thin Ta layer.

The Ta peaks are well

resolved but the tail from the second Ta makes a definite contribution
to the first Ta peak.

We can determine this contribution by

reproducing the sputtering conditions and making an "identical" sample
except leaving out the first Ta layer.
this run is shown in Fig. 22.

The backscattered spectrum for

The inevitable minor variation in the

sputtering conditions between runs is not important here because we are
determining a correction term which is small compared to the total
integrated counts of the first Ta layer; a change

~l%

to this

correction term is negligible.
Having subtracted the contribution of the second Ta layer to
the first Ta layer, we calculated the areal density and normalized the
results.

Using the results of this study we plot the areal density in

the growth direction versus the normalized exposure time in Fig. 23.
mark on the vertical axis indicates a Ta

cov~rage

of 1 monolayer

(assuming bulk density and a (110) plane).

Thus the areal density

grows linearly with sputtering time down to

~l

monolayer coverage.

Using the method described in the first paragraph of this
section we can determine the dependence of the Ta sticking coefficient

A
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RBS spectrum to determine growth rate.
The Ta peak centered at channel 952 acts as a normalization
for the peak centered at channel 920 as discussed in
Section 5.2.
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RBS spectrum to estimate peak tail corrections.
In Fig. 21 the Ta peak centered at channel 952 gives a tail
contribution to the peak centered at channel 920. The above
RBS spectrum is used to determine the value of this
contribution.
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Areal density of Ta versus time in the Ta sputtering beam.
The Ta coverage of the Mo surface increases linearly with
time in the Ta sputtering beam down to an average coverage
of 1 monolayer.
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on Ta coverage of a Mo surface.
illustrated in Fig. 24.

The results of this study are

The sticking coefficient of Ta on a Mo surface

is independent of coverage, within ±2%, down to -1 monolayer.
This study was repeated for Mo grown on Ta.

From the results shown in

Fig. 25, we see that, for coverages greater than a monolayer the areal
density of Mo grows linearly with sputtering time.
intercept misses the origin by -0.5xl0 14

atoms/~

However the
indicating that the

sticking coefficient during deposition of the first monolayer is
initially smaller.

This implies that separate Mo atoms are relatively

weakly bound to the Ta surface, and is consistent with initially
incomplete condensation.

However, it is also possible that the

incident Mo atoms cause a resputtering of Mo during the initial stages
of the Mo deposition.
5.3

Density at an Interface

In Section 5.2 we showed that the amount of Ta (Mo) deposited
on a Mo (Ta) surface increases linearly with the time spent in the Ta
(Mo) beam.

If we knew how the thickness of Ta (Mo) varied with time we

could use these results to predict how the density of Ta (Mo) varied
with time in the beam (and therefore with Ta (Mo) coverage).

Ideally we

could plot the density of Ta (Mo) versus distance along the growth
direction.
To determine how thickness varies with time in the beam
requires measuring thicknesses in the range 0 to 60 A.

Also in order

to take advantage of the high relative precision, -1%, of our areal
density measurements when we calculate the atomic density requires that
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Sticking coefficient of Ta on Mo versus Ta coverage.
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independent of the Ta coverage within ±2% down to an
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Mo sputtering beam. However there is a nonzero intercept.
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our thickness measurements have a similar relative precision.

This is

normally a difficult measurement but fortunately, for multilayer
structures we can usc the simple method described below.
We used the same sputtering parameters as in Section 5.2 to
avoid introducing unnecessary variables and grew a set of MolTa
superlattices spanning the wavelength range from 10 to 120 A.

The

ratio of rotation rates over the two guns was the same for all
preparations.

In this way, the time spent in the Mo and Ta beams

during one pass can be characterized by a single time.

The thickness

deposited after one rotation through the Mo and Ta beams is given by A
and can be determined from the Bragg x-ray spectrum, see Section 4.2.
It is necessary to deposit enough layers so that the sample has a total
thickness in excess of 2000 A in order that the x-ray spectrum be well
defined.
The results of this study are illustrated in Fig. 26.

In the

range 20 to 120 A the thickness increases linearly with time in the
sputtering beam, but when this curve is extrapolated back to t
intercepts the A axis at 1.7 ± 0.7 A.

=0

it

Therefore nonlinear increase of

thickness with time occurs within the first 20 A of growth.

An

investigation into the growth within the first 20 A cannot determine
the form of the nonlinear growth because the uncertainty in determining
the wavelength becomes too large.
Since there are two interfaces per superlattice layer the
nonzero intercept in Fig. 26 implies that 0.85 ± 0.35 A "excess"
thickness exists within

~±5

A of an interface.

This excess is relative

to the linear growth occurring at distances >5 A from an interface.
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Figure 26.

Superlattice wavelength versus time in sputtering beams.
Above 20 A the thickness increases linearly with time in
the sputtering beams. However a least squares fit to this
data gives an intercept at 1.7 ± 0.7 A, implying an initial
rapid stage of growth.
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Within ±5 A of the interface we have one of the following
situations:
1) a total lattice stretch of 0.85 ± 0.35 A in the growth
direction
2) the equivalent of 0.37 ± 0.15 of a (110) atomic layer filled
with impurities plus vacancies etc.
3) some combination of the above two cases.
It should be reemphasized that these statements are relative to the
growth occurring at distances >5 A from an interface.
In Section 5.4 we describe an x-ray study that determines the
magnitude of the lattice strain in the [110] direction and so resolves
the above possibilities.
5.4 Strain at an Interface
In Section 3.5 we showed that the relative amounts of Mo and Ta
in a sample could be chosen to within ±O.5%.

For the samples in the

above section, we chose an equal number of atomic layers of Mo and Ta.
Since the ratio of the rotation rates above the two guns was kept fixed
and since the areal densities of Mo and Ta increase linearly with time
it follows that the ratio of the number of atomic layers of Mo to Ta
will be 1.0 for all samples in the set.
Consider the factor outside the brackets in Eq. (4.1).

The

average lattice constant is given by do and consequently there will be
a Bragg peak at an angle corresponding to this average lattice.

The 26

position of this peak is measured for each of our samples and plotted
against the superlattice wavelength, as shown in Fig. 27.

The average
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Figure 27.

Superlattice wavelength versus 2® peak position.
The 2® peak position increases as the wavelength increases
indicating that the lattice constant is larger at close to
the interface. By assuming a lattice stretch of 0.23 A
within the first 20 A we can fit the data.
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lattice constant increases slightly as the superlattice wavelength
decreases.

This trend is consistent with a 0.23 ± 0.03 A lattice

stretch occurring within ±5 A of the interface.
In Section 5.3 we showed that an "excess" thickness of 0.85
± 0.35 A occurs within ±5 A of an interface.

The above results

determine that 0.23 ± 0.03 A of this is due to lattice stretch so that
the remaining 0.6 ± 0.4 A which is equivalent to (0.3 ± 0.2 of a 110
atomic plane) is due to a combination of vacancies and impurities, etc.
5.5

Interface Structure and Impurities

Relative to the structure at distances >5 A from an interface
the structure within the first ±5 A has the following:
1) a total lattice stretch of 0.23 ± 0.03 A
2) an excess 0.3 ± 0.2 of a 110 atomic layer of vacancies plus
impurities, etc.
If we can determine the impurity profile in the growth
direction we can then calculate the excess impurities within ±5 A of
the interface and therefore determine the excess vacancies in this
region.

In the remainder of this section we describe an experiment to

determine the net atomic % of various impurities and finally the
impurity profile in the z direction.
RBS is a mass sensitive technique and so can be used to
determine the relative elemental abundances in our samples.

For these

particular studies we avoid using a sapphire substrate since it
contains large amounts of Al and 0 which give a large background as
shown in Fig. 7.

This background makes it difficult if not impossible,
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to measure the abundance of elements with mass less than 27 emu that
might be in the sample.

Instead we use carbon substrates, which allows

us to determine the abundance of elements with mass greater than 12
amu.

The signal from the carbon substrate makes it difficult to

determine the abundances of the first 6 elements.

This could be a

problem since we are using a diffusion pump which might under some
conditions backstream carbon compounds into the preparation chamber.
The RGA is used to estimate the quantity of various carbon compounds
present during deposition.
Fig. 28 is an RBS spectrum of a MolTa superlattice on a carbon
substrate.

We find the following bulk atomic percentages for this

sample:
1) oxygen + nitrogen
2) argon

=1

± 0.5%

< 0.5% (below detection limit)

3) aluminum

=1 ±

0.5% (this is caused by sputtering of the Al

target insert shown in Fig. 2, and is normally avoided by cleaning the
insert and accurately centering around the target.

This example was

chosen to illustrate a problem which can occur, and which can be
checked using RBS)
The depth resolution of RBS at the typical 4He+ energies used
is

~100

A and so cannot give information on the distribution of

impurities versus distance from the interface.

However RBS can be used

to probe the impurity profile by making a set of superlattices and
determining the net elemental abundances as a function of wavelength.
The quantity of each element observed per interface can be plotted
against A/2.

Provided the superlattices were made under the same
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RBS spectrum of a MolTa superlattice on a carbon substrate.
In (a) the RBS spectrum is shown indicating the positions of
impurities. In (b) the scale is expanded. The Al is
unwanted contamination from sputtering of the target insert
and is normally avoided. In (c) we show an RBS spectrum of
a carbon substrate before deposition.
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conditions (especially partial pressure of background gases) this plot
could be used to determine how the abundance of each element varies
with distance from the interface.

CHAPTER 6
ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF MolTa SUPERLATTICES
6.1

Theoretical Introduction

The electrical resistivity of bulk metals is dominated at
room temperature by electron-phonon scattering, and at liquid helium
temperatures by scattering from impurities and structural imperfections
in the lattice [104, 108].

It is often observed that phonon mediated

electrical resistivity is independent of the number of defects when
their concentration is small, and that the resistivity due to impurity
atoms and structural imperfections is, to a good approximation,
independent of temperature [104, 108].
In 1928 and 1930 Bloch derived expressions for phonon mediated
resistivity in the high and low temperature limits [1].
temperatures, T

At high

> Debye temperature, he found that resistivity is

proportional to T and at low temperatures proportional to T5.

This

treatment, which assumes only intraband electron transitions occur,
must be modified to include interband transitions for metals with
unfilled d and s bands.

For interband transitions, the resistivity at

low temperatures was shown to be proportional to T3 [109, 110].
The above theory of electrical transport does not consider the
effects of boundaries and so is 'only valid in situations where the
electron mean free path is small compared with any physical dimension
of the material.

In 1938 Fuchs calculated the effect of a surface on
86
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electrical resistivity [Ill].

Sondheimer extended this theory which is

now referred to as the Fuchs-Sondheimer theory.

They assumed a free

standing thin film and that bulk resistivity mechanisms were unaltered.
Solving the Boltzmann transport equation for the electron velocity
distribution subject to boundary conditions at the surfaces, they
modeled the effects of a surface on incident electrons by assuming that
a fraction pare specularly reflected and that the remaining fraction,
I-p, are diffusely scattered independent of the incident directions.
If pc is the thickness dependent resistivity and

~

is the

intrinsic resistivity, then the Fuchs theory predicts that the ratio
pc/~

is only a function of p and of the ratio k

= dill,

film thickness and 11 is the intrinsic mean free path.
in k,

Pf/~

is proportional to k- 1 [Ill].

where d is the
To first order

Thus the Fuchs-Sondheimer

size effect theory predicts, for a fixed temperature, that pc is
proportional to lid.
A theory of mUltiple interfaces must include the possibility
that the electrons can be reflected and refracted at each interface.
In general we expect that the reflective and refractive processes will
have specular and diffuse components.

Other more recent theories [118]

have expanded on the Fuchs-Sondheimer treatment to include angular
dependencies of the reflection coefficients [118], etc.

Unfortunately,

the detailed predictions of these theories are only slightly different
than those of Fuchs-Sondheimer, and would be difficult to unambiguously
determine experimentally. In the discussion which follows we will
continue to assume the results of the Fuchs theory.
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The usual approach to using the above results is to assume that
Pi and Ii are independent of thickness.

Plotting Pf versus d gives a

series of curves which can then be best fit using p as an adjustable
parameter.

Often it has been observed that single-crystal films show a

lower resistivity than the corresponding polycrystalline films and the
above analysis has led to the conclusion that p

=0

films while for epitaxial single crystal films p

for polycrystalline

= 0.5

[112].

Mayadas et al. [113] showed that for evaporated polycrystalline
Al films, the assumption that PI and 11 are independent of thickness
is incorrect and that in fact Pi decreases with increasing thickness.
They showed that this decrease in Pi (or increase in 11) with thickness
was due to the grain size increasing.

Referring to Fig. 15, the grain

size for MolTa superlattices also increases with thickness.
Consequently we discuss the theory by Mayadas and Shatzkes [113] that
considers the effect of film surfaces superimposed on grain boundary
scattering.
Mayadas and Shatzkes calculated the boundary scattering
resistivity in the same way as Fuchs-Sondheimer but included the
possibility of electron scattering from a series of partially
reflecting, randomly spaced planar grain boundaries separated by an
average distance D.
~

= (lI/D){r/(l

This theory introduces a dimensionless parameter,

- r)}, where r is the reflection coefficient for

electrons at a grain boundary.
large compared to

In the limit where grain boundaries are

the intrinsic electron mean free path, the

Fuchs-Sondheimer theory is recovered [114].
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Mala and Heras [115] linearized the equations of Mayadas and
Shatzkes, obtaining equations which are easier to fit to experimental
Their equations are valid in the range 0.1 < k < 10 which, for

data.
d

= 100

A, corresponds to 10 A

< Ii < 1000 A.

diameter D scales with layer thickness d, then

If the grain boundary
~

is thickness dependent

and the Mayadas-Shatzkes equation can be linearized in the form
pr d = Pi d + pd i M(p, r) ,

(6.1)

where M(p,r) is given by
M(p,r)

= (3/8)(3r

- 1)(1 - p)/(l - r)

(6.2)

As shown in Fig. 15, for samples made at one time under one set
of conditions the grain size scales with the wavelength.

Thus plotting

prd versus d should, for each temperature, give a line with slope Pi
and intercept Pili M(p,r).

Using a simple model it can be shown [113]

that Pi and 11 are related by
Pili

= [l2n3h]/[e2SF]

where SF is the area of the Fermi surface.

(6.3)

Therefore the slope of the

straight line will be temperature dependent, and the ordinate intercept
will be temperature independent.

These predictions will be tested on

Mo/Ta superlattices in Section 6.4.
6.2

Preparation of MolTa Superlattices for Resistivity Measurements
Under controlled sputtering conditions the absolute amounts of

Mo and Ta in each superlattice layer are constant to within ±O.3% in the
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growth and

e directions (Fig. 8), but vary radially, as shown in

Fig. 9, between 0 and 3% per em.

However the relative amount of Mo and

Ta pel' superlattice layer is constant to within ±O.4% throughout the
super lattice.
In Section 3.4 we determined, to within ±O.5%, the sputtering
conditions that yield

~

each superlattice layer.

equal number of atomic layers of Mo and Ta in
MolTa superlattices grown under these

conditions can therefore be characterized by a single parameter, n(r),
where n(r) is the number of atomic layers of either species per
super lattice layer.

In the next section we investigate the effects of

n on superlattice resistivity perpendicular to the growth direction,
i.e. along the planes of the sample.

We do this by measuring the

resistivity of a series of MolTa samples, each prepared with a well
defined value of n.
Referring to Fig. 29, most of a MolTa super lattice has been
etched from a sapphire substrate, using a technique described below,
leaving a series of four-wire resistivity samples on a single
substrate.
on an r

To a good approximation the long side of each sample lies

= constant

curve.

Using this approximation the variation of n

within anyone sample, An, is given by An
the samples width.

= (dn/dz)rw,

where w is

The widths of the samples were all within a few

microns of 0.237 mm which implies that they have values of n defined to
better than ±O.05.
rate,

~0.3%,

Random errors due to variations of the sputtering

increase this variation of n for any given sample to

0.05 ± 0.004n, which for n

= 12

is 0.05 ± 0.05.
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Figure 29.

Four-wire MolTa samples.
A photolithographic technique is used to etch 4 wire
resistivity patterns in MolTa super lattices. The potential
contacts are indicated by VA and VB and the current leads
by liN and lOUT. The bottom of the figure schematically
indicates the variation in number of atomic layers per
superlattice layer across the sample.
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We etch our MolTa super lattices using a photolithographic
technique [116].

The sample is spun at 1000 rpm and a drop of negat.i ve

photoresist Kodak™ #183 is added.

After 15 seconds at this speed, the

rotational rate is increased to 7000 rpm for another 15 seconds.
leaves a layer of photoresist approximately 2

~

This

thick covering the

metal sample. The sample is then placed in an oven at 90 0 C for 10
minutes.

The sample and appropriately designed mask are placed in a

mask aligner and then exposed to UV light for -5 seconds.

Immediately

after this a projection developer is sprayed on the sample for 20
seconds, followed by a 20 second spray with, N-butyl-acetate.

Finally

it is heated at 135 °C for 30 minl.\tes.
The superlattice with the resulting photoresist covering is
placed in a sputter etching chamber and etched with an atmosphere of
CF4 and CHC13 until all the unprotected metal has been removed.

A

Sloan Dektak™ stylus profilometer is used to determine the etching
rate of the superlattice and photoresist.

When all the unprotected

metal has been removed in this manner there still remains -0.5
photoresist.

~

of

This photoresist is non-conducting and so has a

negligible effect on the measured superlattice resistance.
To determine the resistivity of these samples it is first
necessary to measure their physical dimensions.
we use a stage

micromete~

Referring to Fig. 29,

to calibrate our microscope in order to

measure 1 and w and the size of the contact region.
sample we find w

= 0.237

± 0.001 mm, 1

contact region is 0.081 ± 0.001 Mm.

= 3.506

On a typical

± 0.005 mm, and the

However, the negative photoresist

etching process described above leaves edges with a slight tapering of
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between 2 and 3 micrometers so the above uncertai.nties should be
increased by N±O.002 mm.

The thickness of the sample is given by NA

where N is the number of superlattice layers deposited.
6.3

Measurement of Resistivity

Fig. 30 is a schematic of the apparatus we used to determine
the resistivity of MolTa superlattices in the temperature range 7.5 to
300 K.

It is based on a model 2lSC Cryodyne™ Cryocooler, a Lake Shore

Cryotronics™ model DTC-500A temperature regulator, a 61 /2 dibit model
3456A Hewlett-Packard Digital Volt Meter and an IBM PC/XT.
The cryocooler uses helium as a refrigerant and consists of the
Model 21 Cold Head, the Model 21SC Compressor Unit, and interconnecting
piping.

The expansion of helium gas at two stages in the cold head

provides cooling at two cold stations.

With no heat load the first

stage of the refrigerator reaches a temperature -77 K.

A radiation

cover which surrounds the second stage is thermally grounded to the
first stage.
12 K.

Likewise with no heat load the second stage can reach

By using another radiation cover, surrounding the sample space,

and thermally grounding to the second stage, the sample platform
can be cooled to 7.5 K.

The sample space can only reach this low

temperature if the coupling of the refrigerator to the environment,
caused by heat conduction in the atmosphere, is made negligible.

This

coupling is reduced by using a mechanical 4DA roughing pump to provide
an initial -30 millitorr vacuum insulation for the cold head.

The

Cryocooler will cryopump the vacuum housing to a level of at least 10- 4
torr without continued use of the roughing pump.
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Figure 30.

W

100----.

BM
PC

XT

Apparatus to measure resistance in range 7.5 to 300 K.
The temperature controller can maintain a temperature to
within 5 mK in the range 7.5 to 300 K while the resistances
are being measured by the Hewlett-Packard Dt+f.
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The model DTC-500A temperature regulator controls the
temperature of the experimental platform.

It delivers a precision 10

microamp current to a calibrated silicon diode located on the sample
platform.

This current develops a temperature dependent voltage across

the diode.

In the feedback mode the output voltage from the diode is

compared with an internally preset voltage that corresponds to the
desired temperature causing an output current proportional to the
difference to be applied to a heater.

By adjusting the feedback gain,

the temperature can be automatically controlled to %0.5 mK in the
temperature range 7.5 to 28 K and to ±5 mK in the temperature range 28
to 300 K.
The gold coated copper platform has a high thermal conductivity
and is thermally anchored to the second stage cold head.

The sample is

placed in good thermal contact with the platform using high vacuum
silicon grease.

Thin copper leads are attached to the four wire

resistor pads by applying pressure to a room temperature bead of indium
placed over a copper lead and a four wire pad.

This cold solder joint

forms a mechanically stable good electrical contact.

Using this method

we avoid any heating of the superlattice that is necessary to form a
good conventional solder connection, and which might damage the
superlattice.

These copper leads are then soldered to a series of pins

that are thermally anchored to the sample platform.

Leads soldered to

the back of these pins were thermally grounded at the second and first
stages of the refrigerator before terminating at a room temperature
multipin connector.

These pins are connected via a switching network

to a 61 /2 digit Hewlett-Packard DMM which is used in the four-wire
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resistance measuring mode to sequentially measure the resistances of
the eight superlattice resistors to a precision of 1 part in 105 •
Files of resistivity versus temperature were created for analysis on

WI

IBM PC.
6.4

Results and Discussion

In Fig. 31 we illustrate the dependence of resistivity on
temperature for superlattice wavelengths in the range 20 to 120 A.

The

residual resistivity increases dramatically as the super1attice
wavelength decreases.

This increase cannot be explained in terms of

differences in the overall sample thickness because the electron mean
free path is «NA.

Since the data in Fig. 31 was for samples made at

different times but under nominally identical conditions, we expect a
variation of, at most, 25% in the quantity of impurities incorporated
during growth.

In Section 5.5, we found that the combined % of the

main impurities, oxygen and nitrogen, was 1 ± 0.5%.

Consequently, for

these MolTa super lattices made at different times but under nominally
iddentical conditions, we expect that the percentage of impurities will
vary by less than 0.25.

This change in the impurity concentration will

alter the resistivity by -1
explain the variation -15

~

~

[114].

Again, this is unable to

in the residual resistivity.

We now consider the possibility that electrons are scattered at
the Mo-Ta interfaces and at grain boundaries.

This is modeled in

Section 6.1 by the linearized Mayadas Shatkes theory, which predicts
that a plot of PfA versus A will give a family of straight lines with
temperature dependent slopes

Pi

and a temperature independent intercept
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Figure 31.

Resistivity versus temperature for several wavelengths.
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PI1IM(p,r).
~d

250 K.

This plot is illustrated in Fig. 32 for T

= 10

K, 50 K

We 'find reasonably good agreement with the linearized

Mayadas Shatkes theory, indicating that electrons are strongly
scattered at Mo-Ta interfaces and grain boundaries.
Fig. 32 we deliberately ignored the points at A

Referring to

= 25.3

A since the

assumption that grain boundary scales with A breaks down for
wavelengths below -40 A.

In this small wavelength regime the grain

size is bigger than assumed in the model, decreasing the resistivity
below the value predicted by Eq. 6.1.
PI (300)

= 22.0~.

Using Eq. 6.1 we determine that

We estimate [108, 114] that 11(300 K) is

-80 ± 20 A, and obtain a value for PIli

= 2.2xlO- 5

full Fuchs size effect [111-114] (i.e. p

= 0) we
r = 0.55

Eq. 6.2 that the reflection coefficient

#.4lcm2.

Assuming the

calculate using

± 0.05.

The Debye temperatures for Ta and Mo are 240 K and 450 K
respectively.

Consequently'we can only consider the temperature

dependence in the low temperature regime.

We assume that p(T)-p(O) is

proportional to TR (where n is an integer) and then construct a
"Gurvitch deviation plot" [117].

For various values of the integer n,

peT) is plotted versus TR, and a straight line is drawn through the
pair of points {p(7.5),7.5 n } and {p(77),77 n }.
is defined as the

diff~rence

A deviation function A

between peT) and this straight line.

This

deviation is plotted against T in Fig. 33, for the wavelengths 119 A
and 25.3 A and for n
are for n

=2

=1

to 5.

Notice that in both 'cases the best fits

or 3, indicating a predominance of interband transitions.
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Figure 32.

Plot of PtA versus A at T

= 10,

50 and 250 K.

The curves are least square fits to the data (ignoring the
point at A = 25.3 as explained in the text). As predicted
by Eq. 6.1 they all have, within the experimental
uncertainties, the same intercept. This permits a
determination of the reflection coefficient at a grain
boundary.
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Gurvitch deviation plots for MolTa superlattices.
The temperature dependence of peT) - p(O) can be best
described as approximately T3 or T2.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation we focused on the growth, structure
and physical properties of high quality metal-metal superlattices
produced by sputter deposition techniques.

This required the use

of state-of-the-art materials preparation and characterization
techniques. The important results are now briefly reviewed.
We grew metal-metal superlattices using high rate
magnetically-confined-plasma triode sputtering guns in a diffusion
pumped vacuum chamber.

By feedback control of the sputtering rates and

microprocessor control of the substrate rotation the individual layer
thicknesses were kept constant to within ±a.3% throughout the sample
thickness

-O.5~.

In Chapter 3 we determined that the spatial profile

of the thickness of materials produced by these guns showed a maximum
variation -3%/cm.

Thus, at one time under one set of deposition

conditions we were able to grow superlattices covering a range of
wavelengths.

In this way we were able to investigate the effects of

superlattice wavelength on physical properties free of the variations
induced by changes in the deposition conditions.
In Chapter 4 we found that MolTa superlattices are structurally
coherent over several superlattice layers.

Typically we find

structural coherence lengths -300 to 400 A in the growth direction and
-300 A in the plane of the sample.

Using a variety of x-rey techniques
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we also showed that the crystallites are randomly oriented in the plane
of the sample but exhibit a high degree of texture in the growth
direction.

Using Guinier's approximation [98] of the Segmu11er model

[92, 94] we determined that diffusion between the Mo and Ta layers'
occurs over distances of only -2 A, i.e. approximately one interatomic
spacing.
An investigation into the growth dynamics of Ta (Mo) on a
freshly deposited Mo (Ta) surface showed a linear increase of the Ta
(Mo) areal density with the length of time spent in the sputtering
beam.

In the case of Ta growing on a Mo surface this linear growth

occurred down to less than a monolayer average coverage.

However the

Mo exhibited a slight decrease in the accommodation coefficient at
sub-monolayer coverages, implying that individual Mo atoms are
relatively weakly bound to the Ta surface.

We then showed that, in the

range 20 to 120 A, the thickness increases linearly with time in the
sputtering beam.
rapidly.

And in the first 20 A the thickness increases more

We found that this decrease in the average atomic density

within ±5 A of the interface was partially caused by a net
0.23 ± 0.03 A lattice stretch.

The rest of this decrease is possibly

due to an excess of impurities, although this has not been proven.
Nevertheless, we have determined the average abundance of various
impurities in MolTa superlattices: 1 ± 0.5% oxygen plus nitrogen and
0.5 ± 0.5% argon.
In Chapter 6 we used a photolithographic technique to prepare
our Mo/Ta superlattices for four-wire resistivity measurements.

The

resistivity of a series of superlattices spanning the wavelength range
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from 20 to 120 A was measured in the temperature range 7.5 to 300 K.
We analyzed the results using the linearized Mayadas and Shatzkes [115]
theory that includes the effects of grain boundary and interface
scattering.

We showed that this theory provides a good description of

the effects of structure on the electrical resistivity of MolTa
super lattices in the wavelength range 40 to 120 A.

We concluded that

the electrons are strongly scattered by the MolTa interfaces and that
the reflection coefficient of electrons incident on a grain boundary is
0.55 ± 0.05.
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